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Hie movement for farm labor unions In American 
agriculture Is comparatively new In Texas and the South­
west* The development of unions In the field of agricul­
ture has had a revolutionary effect upon the agricultural 
system in the Southwest, The growth of labor unionism in 
American agriculture is the only hope for the farm labor­
ers, The old landlord and plantation system are enemies 
to the mass of the farm laboring groups. There has not 
been a complete departure from the plantation system, he 
Southwest end the South as a whole have not accepted the 
movement of labor unions in agriculture for the same reason 
that the South has not accepted organized labor in trade 
and industries. They feel that it Is a program of social 
revolution of the whole farm labor system In the South. 
As the nation comes into the realization that the South and 
the Southwest is taking a rightfully won place in the 
nation as an agricultural empire, the problem of labor 
unions in agriculture gains new emphasis and will create a 
new problem for the landlord of the South and the Southwest 
as a *hole, 
statement of Problem 
It is the problem of this study to learn what has 
prevented the development of farm labor unions among the 
sharecroppers, tenants, laborers, and workers in allied 
2 
industries in Texas and the Southwest. Also it is the 
problem of this study to discover what has been the char­
acter and the leadership of these fern labor organizations. 
There will arise many questions as to what benefit will be 
derived from such a movement to organize farm workers in 
Texas and the Southwest. Ihy have these movements be n 
rather abnormal and transitory? "hy have these movements 
been composed of litwrally hundreds of organizations that 
have been short lived? These and other allied questions 
will be answered in this study. 
Score 
This study is limited to the development of labor 
unions In agriculture and allied industries in the South­
west with special reference to Texas. This study also 
limits its aims as to how the unions are related to the 
economic, political, and social life of their members. 
This study is further limited in scope to a period 
The period was selected because it cov-of twelve years, 
ers the most active periods of the life of farm labor 
movements in Texas and the Southwest, and shows sufficient 
evidence to Justify any conclusion reached. The time lim­
it of this study is from 1929 to 1941, 
Method and onrce Employed In the -feudy 
This study has been developed by the topical method. 
The data for this study was gathered from the United States 
Department of Agriculture, lashington, I). C.j "he Bureau of 
Agriculture Economics, Washington, D, C.; The National 
Farmers Tlnion, Denver, Colorado; The Fegionsl Office of 
3 
the National Farmers Union, Fort Worth, Texas; The State 
Library, Austin, Texas; Texas A. and M# College, College 
Station, Texas; The W. R» Banks Library, Prairie View, 
Texas, and other agencies, 
PeflnjttlQn gf „Te^g 
Agricultural arbitration court is a court for the 
hearing and determining of controversies on agricultural 
questions by a person or persons mutually agreed upon by 
the rarties to the dispute* Agrarians as used in this 
study are farm workers organized to promote agricultural 
interests. Collective bargaining is bargaining by selected 
representatives of employees to discuss grievances with the 
Farmer•a Alliance was the organization of farm-employers * 
ers for the mutual benefit of the farmers in the late 1880, 
Mechanization of agriculture is the use of farm machinery 
Substandard of living means to substitute for hand labor* 
the laborers are not able to earn enough to have the essen-
Poonage is a state of being bound In servl-
Unionism as xised 
tlals of life* 
tude because of o.ebt or a penal sentence* 
in this study In the principle of combination of lower 
class economic groups for unity of purpose and action. 
Wage is a compensation for service rendered by the workers. 
Dirt farmer is a farmer who aotually lives on and works the 
Sharecropper is a tenant who pays rent with a part of 
Share tenant is a tenant who furnishes his own 
Farm tenancy 
Tenant is one 
farm, 
his crop. 
equipment, supplies, food, and rents his land. 
Is the period of occupancy by a farm tenant. 
4 
who holds or possesses the property, land, or tenement toy 
any title, Tenure Is the manner of holding real property, 
or land and tenements of a superior. Other tenants are all 
tenants other than croppers (third, fourth tenants, cash 
tenants, share tenants, etc.) A, F. L, means the Merlean 
Federation of Labor, U. 0, A. f» A, A* means the United 
Cannery, Agricultural, F asking, and Allied honkers of Amer­
ica, $* 1% F, U, means the Southern Tenants Farmers Union.F. 
S, A. moans the Farm Security Administration, A. A, A, 
means Agricultural Adjustment Administration, K, F, U, 
means the Haticnal Farmers Union, F, I. G, If. A, means the 
Farmers Educational and Co-operative Union of America, w, 
C. U, means the working class union or the Green Corn 
Rebellion, 1, -J, w, means the Industrial Workers of the 
World, 0, I, 0, means a group of labor Unions coming under 
the auspices of the Congress of Industrial Organization} 
V, I, A, means the Veterans of 'Industry of America, 
Hypothesis 
It Is the belief of this writer that the organisa­
tion of Farm Unions in Texas and the Southwest was an at­
tempt to unify and protect the common Interest of the 
sharecroppers, tenants, and laborers against the uncertain 
economic condition that existed among the farm workers. 
It Is farther the belief of this writer that farm 
labor unions will not survive long in the future because of 
a lack of a concentrated farm population, en adequate pro-
r;ram of financial support end because of the -Socialist or 
There Is little Communist character of these organizations, 
8 
hop© for the organization of the farm laborers hut as the 
farm products approach the processing stage there is a 




Lend tenure In moat areen of Texas for the mess of 
the laborers has been rather transItoral In that moat of 
the operators are seeking ownership, the hired farm hands 
are the next to the lowest of the farm workers# The ten­
ant farmer stains between the hired hand and the owner 
which is the top of the agricultural ladder.1 In 1935 
It was estimated that there was 501,017 farm operators in 
Texas, 286,103 or 51 per cent of these operators were ten­
ants ,® This will b© Illustrated In the tables that follow 
on the distribution and percentage of tenants In TeaiM 
from 1920 to 1935. 
Distribution and percentage of tenants In Texas 
Table I shows that of 501,017 farm opera-from 1920-1935. 
tors in Texas, 1933, 57,1 per cent were tenants and In 
In 1930, 60.9 per 
Tenancy was In-
1925 and 1930 the increase continued, 
cent of the farm workers were tenants, 
creasing and many tenants far?.'lies were being forced into 
The shift to power equipment means 
smaller resident farm population and more seasonal and 
farm labor status. 
migratory labor was used. 
*Blzzell, . B. p-m jn thq, Tfoltod 31^tes. 
Texas Agricultural Experiment station, College station, 
Texas. Ho. 278, 1941. p. 14, 
"Ibid.. p. 14. 
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A me ana United States Census of Agriculture , 1930 
Pst Series p, 6FF 
B means United States Census of Agriculture, 1935, 
Vol, 1 P 742FF 
C weens the percentage based on the number of farm 
operators in each area for each respective year. 
Table II Illustrates she distribution of farm ten­
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to United states Census of Agriculture, 1935, 
Vol, 1, p. 764FF 
c "hite all tenants obtained toy adding white 
croppers and white other tenants 
d Negro all tenants obtained toy adding Negro 
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Tatol© III illustrates the percentage distribution 
of all tenants, other tenants end croppers tossed on the 
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tenancy areas as of 1935# The percentage distribution of 
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a Less than 0,1 per cent 
Source of information was based on Table II, 
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Tfofr Trpbfrom of ?"•': rcratory Perm Labor in Toppn 
Sine© the supply of labor In most agricultural areas 
of Texas was not sufficient for the harvest, and In several 
areas not even the cultivation of certain crops, it was 
necessary to use migratory labor one area after another 
as the seasons advance from South to the Worth.3 The whole 
problem of migratory labor has demanded, and still demands 
considerable attention by all interested In the harvesting 
of crops in any area.* 
The Mexican immigrants are undoubtedly displacing 
Negroes, to a certain extent, In some areas of the Jouth-
west. In fifteen counties In the South central portion 
of Texas the foreign born Mexican Increased 93.8 per cent, 
while the Negroes decreased 6.5 per cent during the decade 
from 1910 to 1920. In the period from 1900 to 1930 the 
proportion of foreign born Mexican in the total population 
rose from 3.6 to 11.3, while the Negro ratio fell from 
20.5 to 15.0.® An adequate understanding of the problem 
of Mexican 1' migration, the character of the labor, and 
the factors underlying the pressure for Mexican labor can 
hardly be gained without a realisation of the agricultural 
P« o. 
®H. M, HoKlnley, 
Hereafter cited as So. 
Austin, Texas, 1948, 
*Ibld 
on, 
(Hereafter cited a® • 11 * 
* i 
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situation in the Southwest, In this section agriculture 
la expanding more rapidly and Is more Intensive thRn any 
other region of the United States,* 
In 1946, aocording to the best estimates obtainable, 
one out of every six persons In the State of Texas was of 
Mexican descent. The majority of them have been brought 
Of the total number of 
Mexicans, perhaps ©0 per cent are citizen of the United 
States either by birth or naturalization,7 
The '•eonomie condition of the migratory worker is a 
The Mexicans are the first persons to 
to Texas since 1900 as laborers. 
most serious one. 
get fired even though they have proved reliable, worthy 
They are left stranded without much possibility 
They can not see justice in sudden 
employees, 
of getting employment, 
diaralssal from work, since they cane to this country under 
inducement to work, and they have contributed their labor 
to the upbuilding of our rural and industrial life,® 
lean immigrants found themselves unemployed on the grounds 
They have the problem of securing 
Mex-
that they were aliens, 
more adequate wages and better conditions of labor, 




'Paulino R, Kibbe, Latin ̂ nerlcap Ip T^s. (The 
University of New Mexico Press, .'lbuqurque, 1946} 
p* 30, 
p, 85, • i 
"Current Problems of Mexican 
oclal science research, Vol. ®B. s, Bogordus, Immigrants ,^->2elo 
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the Mexican has been at a marked disadvantage,0 
The usual pattern la for Latin Americana to live, 
more or less In the same section of town, partly because 
they are a gregarious people and like to live close to one 
another| partly because their language handicaps make it 
more convenient for them to live among those who speak the 
same language; but often It is because they are not all wed 
to own property anywhere except in the "Mexican Colony" 
regardless of their social educational or economic status.1* 
The most serious problem for the Mexican has been 
the harmful housing conditions of the migratory laborers, 
Migratory labor conditions beget deplorable housing accom­
modations and the Mexican and his family have suffered,11 
As a general rule the Mexican section of town Is usually 
set apart from the other residential section by a railroad 
The "Mexican Colony" track, a highway or perhaps a river, 
is devoid of paved streets, sewers* linos, frequently 
even electric power, gas mains and garbage disposal ser-
Confronted with these appalling conditions of sub-vice, 
standard housing and congestion the health of the Mexican 
«18 immigrant is low. 
The problem of providing housing for the migratory 
workers has been a critical situation, because of the 
hen these migratory workers were brought housing shortage# 
»Ibid«, P# 170. 
iePauline Klbbe, £&• £lt., p. 125, 
1XS, S. Bogardus, Lgg., P* 170• 
1SP, R. Kibbe, 2E* *• 12R# 
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into the community there ??otild be no place for them to live 
while they were working on the fern.1" With the increasing 
housing shortage for farm workers, the reception center 
movement expanded and many form communities established 
reception centers, which in reality, became labor cmps. 
There can be no justification for the lower standards in 
housing and education for the workers other than that there 
communities can not provide better housing and can not do 
without the labor. 
it 
16 
Statistics of the Texas State Department of Health 
indicate a tuberculosis death rate among Anglo Americans 
of 31 per 100,000 population; among Wegroes of 95 per 
100,000; among Latin Americans of 309 per 100,000, In 
other words L©tin /nor 1cm death rate is about seven tines 
that of Anglo American, 
The children of migratory laborers suffer, perhaps 
the severest educational handicap. The swing through the 
cotton growing areas of the state begins in June or July 
and by the time the season is over in December or January 
the opportunity for half a year's schooling has already 
been lost. Although many of these children enroll In 
school for the spring term, they are ye*r after year placed 
0.0 
10R, M, McKlnloy, Ho, 2, 2£> S!£.»» PP« 
Ibid,, p, 
Labor, —— 
(Feb, 1932} p* 1Kb, 
10Pauline R, Klbbe, £E« SJLIL*» P* 1SC# 
x 
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in the same grades, because of the time lost between enroll­
ment periods, Humorous other 
me:'lean children to enroll in school 
reasons for failure of Latin 
are engendered by 
the economic situation*i7 Among these are illness and the 
lunches that could bo eaten without shame. The Mexican 
cultural background has been an impediment to successful 
occupational climbing, This has been largely due to his 
Indian blood* with a history of bondage, illiteracy poverty* 
and suppression going back for several centuries, they 
tended to bo an oasy prey to exploitation not only from 
growers, employers, but also from labor agents or con­
tractors in their own race. 19 
In Texas and Oklahoma there are more than 60,000 
These mobile cotton pickers—white, Negro, and Mexican, 
workers travel from Corpus Christl on the Oulf coast, 
north and west to the Texas Panhandle and Oklahoma, an 
area of 600 to 900 miles distance following the seasonal 
The dependence of western cotton areas upon mf gra-crops• 
tory laborers sharply distinguishes Its social problem 
fron those of the old South and the plantation system. 19 
The movement toward improvement in the rate of wages 
and the working conditions in agriculture has been stopped 
and the workers are now on the defensive trying to prevent 
wages from being worsened. The migratory workers will 
witness in the future economic and social problems in 
Ibid.. p. 91. 19 
c" 194K' PP*7S" *®(See Next page)* 
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agriculture of greater complexity and more serious than in 
the past, a© 
aoxicans on the 3a nd have a social and economic 
status sin lar to the Negroes in other sections of the 
South, They are largely a lowly paid racial minority and 
most of thorn were disfranchised toy the state poll tax, 
Mexicans as well as white and Negro tenants were burdened 
with heavy indebtedness, high rates of interest on credit 
and high prices for the necessaries they purchased. It 
has been charged that a system of peonage developed in 
which debtors were tor Gee under armed guard to work out 
The difficulties and inequalities nl their obligation, 
suffered by the Mexicans are not problems that sprung up 
overnight} they have been developing for the past fifty 
We my logicrlly assume that the chief years or more, 
reason for the development of inequitable conditions and 
difficulties is that the number of Latin Americans have 
increased enormously in the state since lSuO, principally 
The majority of because of the demand for cheap labor* 
the immigrants coming into Texas since the turn of the 
) 
United States," Monthly Labor 
(March, 1937) p. 340, 
Joseph F. Duncan, Lg&. &&•» P* 174* 
slA. F. Hinrichs, ££• &!&.•* PP* 260-861. 
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century hava been drawn frosi Mexico1 c peasant population 
that nation ® most impoverished class economically, educa­
tionally, and politically speaking.33 
The writer has dealt at length In this chapter on 
the problem of migratory labor In Texas. Mexican nation­
als comprise 80 per cent of the nigratory labor in Texas" 
according to Mr, Darby Hammond, Information officer of the 
Texfa mployment Commission.38 
The geographical limits of the Cotton Belt are 
drawn by lines of temperature and rainfall. On the north 
it follows that summer average temperature of 77 degrees; 
on the south the belt has its bound set along the half 
Coast and the A tlantic Coast by an average rainfall of over 
10 inches during the autumns, beyond the northern tempera­
ture boundary the growing season is too short; below the 
southern limit® the picking season is likely to be ruined 
by rains#34 
Cotton production is found throughout the outhern 
states extending from eastern Sforth Carolina to western 
The belt is 1,600 miles long and varies from 125 Texas« 
®* aullne . Kibbo, osit., P* 82, 
as Ho• 1)» 
«ARttgftrt B« **»<* t [l|ii^&Ft^T{;?fi9§2)* 
p, 185. 
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to 500 miles in width. Tin en wea of 295,000,0(0 acres 
less than 5 per cent of the world's land area is growing 
about 55 per cent of the world's cotton. " 'lthin the 
boundaries set by climate and the dens'ty of cotton pro­
duction varies according to soils, areas, factors of 
technology, and economic organization, es 
The economic condition of the sharecropper is Indi­
cated by the fact that usually h© owns nothing. He has to 
be furnished everything. The only thing he has to offer 
was his labor end the competition between Negro farmers 
and white farmers In Arkansas, for an instance, v s very 
keen. *rhis may be due to the fact that the per cent of 
Negro tenants and croppers and %#tlte tenants and croppers 
n»'e know that democracy ae in the state arc about the same, 
is not safe In America as long as the fouth lives in pov­
erty too low to permit minimum decency, poverty which 
furnishes fruitful soil for racial opposition. 
The cotton croppers of the South have the poorest 
e ue? tional opportunities of any group In rterica, the 
Negroes being the worse of any in this respect. Tony fac­
tors contribute to this situation, (he attempt to main­
tain separate schools for white and TTegroea put a further 
and a fatal strain on an already inadequate sc>-o- 3. funds, 
at the end of the year, several weeks of The tenants move 
Ibid., p. 186. 
• , a Ga in , , I air" " 7| "" W'i" 
Coin tr. '• rfc:3fl*flL« v ^ ' 
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schooling is lost and often many tenant children may not 
get to school any more that year, 
Chester L, Hunt agrees with . Mitchel in that the share­
croppers constitute one of the most poorly educated groups 
in America. 
ft 7 The statement by 
86 
Because of the low income and poor education of the 
sharecroppers, it has "been Impossible for him to reach a 
social status above his earnings. For many Negroes and 
poorer whites there was no place for self development,*n 
Farm owners have used racial prejudice as a means of pre­
venting Negroes and whites from organizing for collective 
action by publishing columns that biracial organizations 
were demanding social equality for the Negroes,80 
The political status of the plantation laborers in 
It was further weakened Texas and the Southwest was weak, 
by the enactment of laws that have tended to disfranchise 
Sharecroppers and the poor whites and poor Negroes, 
laborers both white and colored have been unable to pro­
tect themselves through political means, "he poll taxes 
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In eight southern states, besides the school and property 
tax and Jim Crow laws In many local communities, have 




T e mochaniz& t Ion of agriculture has had a tremen­
dous effect upon the plantation laborers, 
machinery Is In use it has done more than reduced hand 
labor In general# The gains In mechanisation prom'sen a 
solution for solving some of the ;outh*s old economic and 
social problems. 
The number of cotton farmers who were displaced 
dor ends on the rate which farm machinery was put Into 
operation. 
duce the cotton in the plains of Texas and Oklahoma will be 
Since farm 
3 a 
It was estimated that the labor needed to mro-
reduced 59 per cent by 1950 by further use of the mechani-
The reduction of families in the scattered 
The me chan­
nel strippers. 
cotton areas of the Southwest will be great, 
ization of agriculture In Texas and Southwest has revolu­
tionized the agricultural Industry in the areas so affect­
ed many farm laborers were force to seek new employment or 
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organisation of the farm laborers. 
Because of the high rate of mobility of farm work­
ers, it is generally assumed that it will hinder the organ­
ization of strong unions among plantation laborers. Uifty-
seven per cent of the sharecroppers change farms every 
two years and the rate for all farmers is 26 per cent, 
because of the difference in them and the urban workers* 
wages, the farm laborers have striven to bettor his condi­
tion by seeking new employment. 
Cotton In the South has always been a cheep labor 
crop} its development will rest on keeping this labor cost 
low v/hich ill account for the condition of these planta­
tion laborers in the South, The South*a landless farmers 
constitute a kingdom of neglect end want, "he majority 
of the landless families* food, clothes, ̂ nd deficiencies 





Unions of farm laborers in this country first 
attracted notice in the year of 1909 when the T. ,fr. 
achieved some strength among migratory wheat harvesters 
hltl*. the practical destruction of the and fruit workers. 
. during the first world war, farm unions were 
almost non existent during the 1990* a but they became a 
fgf I* - • 
a? . F. Hinriohe, op.. £&•» P. 284 • 
•«C. L. Hunt, oo. P« 12* 
Arthur Hoper, 3^areffippr?pQps 
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force' of acne Importance again during the thirties,*0 
The Renters Union of 1909, was organised in McLoin 
County, Oklahoma, expressed a strong socialist 
menf. Alio union in actual policy was concerned primarily 
vrith the interest of tenants. It sought to win imporved 
landlord-tenant contracts, end to establish agricultural 
arbitration courts which could protect the tenant having 
weak bargaining power. 
The Mexican Protective Association of 1911 was the 
first union to be organized among the low income Mexicans 
in agriculture. It was established in southern Texas# It 
was composed of small farm owners, tenants, and day labor­
ers, Its membership fluctuated widely between 1911 and 
senti-
1914 bec»uso of the large influxes of Mexicans across 
It was weakened in 1914 by depressed conditions the border. 
in the cotton market and consequently low earnings of ten-
It was disrupted also by strife ants and laborers, 
between oho moderate or conservative group in control and 
left wing faction which was influenced directly, or indi­
rectly by the Industrial workers of the world, ® 
Tli© Farmers Protective Association of 1913 was or­
ganized in Oklahoma during the 1 mediate pre-war years, By 
1914 it claimed some 9,000 members, 95 per cent of whom 
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one charges bv banks in particular and to Unlove f,™ 
oonditions in general. Various socialist organisations 
were t lso active r-mong tenants, small farmers, and labor-
ers during l.-;ll-18, The Socialist arty had gained an 
appreciable following in the eastern section of Oklahoma 
where cotton was the chief crop and the problem of an im-
P over i she a tenantry most sorious. one unions o.f farm 
tenants and laborers of Oklahoma had disappeared entirely 
or become inactive by 1015. a 
The Industrial workers of the world we >e a Social-
1st arty that had a policy that advocated direct action, 
his doctrine of direct action had taken hold among some 
of the poorer workers in the rural population. It was 
or missed in 1914 into the militant secret organization 
It vrrs -active around known as the Forking Class Union, 
lumber camps and mines of western Arkansas and Oklahoma.** 
The Farm Labor Union of raericf of 1920 was organ-
Like many of its parent org nisa­
lt grew out of 
ized at 1-onham, Texts. 
tlons, it wr s an expression of portest. 
the efforts of the farmers to better their condition. In 
1983 the Form Labor Union of America we.s affiliated wxth 
the Southern farmer's Co-operative Marketing ssoc.atj.cn. 
It later vraa merged with the farmer's Marketing Association 
The Farm Labor Union of America was practi-of America• 
Ibid.. PP. 262-3. • 




celly dead by 1923.*8 
Most unions of farm tenants and laborers 
homa and 'ores had disappeared entirely or became inac­
tive by 1915. ! ho period from 1920 to 1950 was an inac­
tive for lack o" leadership. Depression, economic distress 
gave birth or rebirth to farm labor union a. Ironed lately 
following the economic crash, of 1929, the growth of labor 
unions ernong farm laborers ras revived. Many farm labor­
ers In some sections of the South had concluded that their 




The decline of the Farm Labor Union of "merles In 
1929 marked the end of farm labor organization in Terse 
and the 3outhv?est until their rebirth during the thirties. 
.. ,v 
p. 1* ndorson, on. git 




It is the belief of uhls writer that the organiza­
tion of farm unions in Texas and the Southwest 
attempt to unify and protect the common interest of the 
sharecroppers, tenants, and laborers agfinst the uncertain 
economic conditions that existed among the farm workers. 
It is further the belief of this writer that farm 
labor unions will not survive long in the future because of 
a lock of a concentrated farm population, an adequate uro­
gram of financial support and because of the Socialist or 
Communist character of these organizations, 
tie hope for the organization of the ferm laborers but 
as the farm products approach the processing stage there 
was an 
There is lit­
is a possibility of unionization of the agricultural work-
The growth of unions among farm laborers in Texas 
and the Southwest had its greatest progress since 1929, 
which may be explained in terms of the economic crisis of 
1929-33, when wages and living condition of the farm work­
ers were down to almost an unparalleled low. 
era. 
This resulted 
in spontaneous strikes and organizations which were then 
further developed by leaders drawn from urban groups, par-
tlcularly OomwteS and Socialist.1 Tho novaiaont for 
first took hold among the unions among these farm groups 
p, 458. xHarry Schwartz, He, 3, l>oSL» SIS. • 9 
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The use of machines has increased the size of the 
farms cultivated and combined with the 
lend to place the southwestern farming on a lar-o scale, 
herevor mechanisation of agriculture has taken place, 
there has hern an increase In the number of farm workers 
displaced.8® 
expansion of new 
There was to be found In the fouth evidence of deep 
or-unrest; and there was a desire to do something In an 
ganized way to remodel the social end econorafc order of 
the plantation laborers. It was the spirit of a bs^ely 
literate Hegro woman of Birmingham, Alabama, that has lead 
to the organization of these plantation workers In Texas 
Said she, "w© expect trouble but we 
I say stick together and stand up against the 
landlords or you will never have anything* 
get anything in this country is to fight for it. 
and the Southwest. 
donft care. 
"he only way to 
f'e don*t 
have anything to lose but our lives and they aln*t worth 
«»• They can't kill you hut once. 
The exploitation of the plantation laborers by the 
much. 
landlords was one cause of much dissatisfaction and unrest 
Tills dissafelsfac-that existed among these farm laborers, 
tlon was shown by a high rate of turn over esoh year. 
This turnover was usually individual sine® there mas no 
facial "lovements and Lead-
jtmftrlcen Journal Sociology. 
Ihipert B. Vane© 
A." C&rm, gjt 
g, B. Johnson, "Tfeg^o 
ershlp In the TJnltod mr 
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tenants above the bottom rung of the agricultural ladder.* 
The unprecedented rate of displacement of farm families 
;~ave rise to organizations whose purpose was to protect 
the dispossessed. 
The organization known as the Sharecroppers TJnlon 
of Alabama was founds In 1931 by Communist and organized 
sever' 1 thousand sharecroppers and day laborers, most of 
them Negroes# This organization had as its purpose to 
raise wages and secure betzer condition under the A. / , A.8 
During the Hew Deal era, It was generally believed that 
many cotton planters diverted subsidy and relief funds 
meant for Negro sharecroppers and other tenants into their 
This reported misuse of Federal relief fund own pockots. 
in the plantation counties of the South encouraged efforts 
to organize.4 
In the early years of the degression agrarian work­
ers including farm owners and tenants swelled urban unem­
ployed who drifted into Oklahoma in search for jobs in the 
oil industry which was having a temporary boom. The Vet-
of Industry of America was organized in 1932 by Ira 
Finley, a former Pros id nt of the Oklahoma State Federation 
Its aim was for an adequate relief program for 
erans 
of Labor. 
aA. F. Hinrlchs, 2E« £*£.•» P« 295» 
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an ad quate relief program for the unemployed and those In 
need# The V, 1. A, remained an effective pressure group 
for the prcpertylesa, By the end of the thirties it claim­
ed 317 locals {about half of which were active) having 
40,000 paid up members and about 200,000 signed membership 
pledges. Several thousand Ifegroea were organised into 
separate 1 cals, About half of all members were tenants 
and non union casual workers In agriculture end industry. 
The V. I# A, co-operated closely with other farm 
organizations and labor unions. It organized boycotts 
and provided pickets to prevent the unemployed and unor­
ganized from breaking strikes of A. P. L. and C. I, 0, 
union of oil workers, packing house, and cannery employees, 
and the llke.a The ¥. I. A. union of farm wage workers 
was limited for the most part to small areas of eastern 
Oklahoma where many seasonal laborers were employed, 
organization disappeared in 1939. 
The nature of these organizations In 'exss and the 
Southwest, is that they consisted of remnants of the Amer-
The 
loan Farmers, and Farm Labor unions and unemployed groups. 
these organizations hold the dlstinc-Por the most part, 
tion of being the first organizations of ootton tenants 
and laborers which have achieved even a minimum degree of 
success.7 For the most part, these organizations were 
8A. F. Hinrichs, 2H» * p* 2b6' 
"Ibid.. P. 269. 
7C, L. Hunt, 222.# 
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composed of both Negroes and Elites. 
The Southern Tenant Farmers' Union was formally 
organized in July, 1934, It was an outgrowth of another 
protest group formed during the early days of the economlo 
crisis during the thirties. This organization was begun by 
two young Tyronza, Arkansas, business men with Socialist 
sympathies. Not being satisfied with merely demanding 
better treatment from the relief authorities, they attempt­
ed to organize the tenant into Socialist locals, 
locals enrolled about 400 members In the vicinity of Tyron-
7.a and attracted th© attention of Norman Thomas, who made a 
speaking tour of the region and advised the leaders that 
what they needed was not only Socialist locals, but also a 
"homas sent *50 for a filing fee and the S. T. F. U. 
was formally incorporated. 




From Tyronza the union spread 
These organizations1 leaders were such men as 
Rev. Hov/ard Kerter, a prominent member of the organization 
and author of ' ©volt Amonr the -dharecroppers. H. L. I'itchel, 
proprietor of a dry—cleaning establishment in yronza nnd 
Clay East, a filling station operator who served 
The latter two are both said to be known So-
as town 
constable• 
cialist end to bo sympathetic to the sharecroppers.® 
The S. T. F. U. carried out a few strikes in 1935 
°Ibld., p. 6. 
®0ren Stephens^ 
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which JO, ft partially effective and generally involved only 
a small part of the member ship. The first union led 3trike 
was called in phe fall of 1938 at the height of the cotton 
picking ear son and was limited to a few coxmties in nhieh 
the d. T. p. IJ» was strongly organised. It followed a 
similar strike called by the Sharecroppers Union of Ala­
bama in August and was designed to enforce a wage of 65 
per hundred weight in place of the prevailing 30 to 35 
cents. The workers collectively ref-ainod from going into 
the fields to pick cotton.ir 
The S. T. P. U. grew rapidly, despite suppression 
of its activities and its limited effectiveness for col­
lective bargaining and strikes. Pressure from the S, T. P. 
U. and the Sharecroppers Union of Alabama and their sym­
pathizers brought a new and more favorable cotton contract 
announced by the Pe "rsl Government early in 1936.11 The 
proportion of rental payments going to sharecroppers was 
Increased from vlS to *25, out of every ,100 total benefit 
to farm units. More important for the protection of ten­
ants was the provision that except in special cases, pay­
ments were to be made directly to the benexiciaries. 
The cotton choppers strike of 1936 was a failure as 
instrument of collective bargaining with planters. 
outbreaks of violence accompanied the strike. 
terror was used, against the •» ; » T'® 
an 
No Ifuraerous 
organized violence or 
p, 309. 10At ~ . Hinrichs, 22.* 
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H. in Arkansas after 1936.1:i 
Bj J iitiavjt 193 ? the 3. ?» P. U. had a membership 
of 328 locals and claimed 30,827 members. S. T. F. IT. 
units had spread to ennessee, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. 
Texas to the west was mad© up of farm members quite differ­
ent in charocter from the Delta plantation sharecroppers. 
nailer far© owners were much more numerous in the former 
regions, vsrhile sharecroppers end tenants were individual 
entrepreneurs who, In contrast to the plantation prototypes 
usually operated separate farms without direct supervision. 
Both groups had common Interests arising f^om the problem 
of displacement from eviction, drought, mechanization, and 
government control. 
The cotton growing areas of Texas and Oklahoma, on 
the other hand, had long depended upon non resld nt sea­
sonal labor recruited from hexio&n workers migrating north 
Displaced small farmers x* from the io Grand© Valley, 
tended to migrate to distant places to be employed as 
casual agricultural wage laborers. 
At Denver in July, 1937, representatives of the 
A. F. L. locals in the agricultural cannery and related 
fields met with delegates from the S. ?. F. IT. and formed 
xaC. L. Hunt, on. £lt., p. 72-3. 
xaA, F. Hinrichs, ££.• * P* 306 • 
x«Fnul 3. Taylor, USL* £!£••» P* 539• 
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the U. C. A. P. A. W. A. 
C. I. 0. 
They voted to affiliate with the 
and to admit as members all types of agricul­
tural workers, "ell fruit, fish, and vegetable canning and 
packing workere, all horticultural workers, and workers in 
allied fields,"16 
In 1937 the tJ« C, A, , A. W, A, was the leading 
organization In its field, but even Its strength is not 
great since far more than half of Its alleged 125,000 mem­
bers are in non agricultural occupations. 
The S. T. F. U. split from U, C. A. P. A. . A» In 
early 1939 and was almost destroyed by the division; but 
it has recovered some ground since. In 1940 it claimed to 
have 90 functioning locals against 327 in 1934, 
7, U. has undergone a transformation and in 1940 over 75 
l a • 
The S, T, 
per cent of its membership were day laborers whereas in 
1934, 90 per cent were either tenants, farmers, or share-
crorpers, 7 At its 1940 convention the 7, T, P# TT, voted 
to undertake organizing migratory laborers outside the 
South, thus expanding into a full fledged rival of the 
C. A. w. ; but the lack of funds have prevented any 
Th® work of the 8, T, F, T7. is activity in this direction, 
ended in 1941 as a union. 
X0H»rry Schwartz Ho. 3, Lfic,. £££•» P« 4€0# 
ie0ren Stephens, hg<?» P* 061 • 
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The problem facing all attempts at farm workers* 
unionization was that of finances. Unions can not be 
built on goodwill alone; organisers must be paid at least a 
minimum salary; offices maintained; literature must be pre­
pared and distributed--all of these and other activities 
require funds. Farm workers * organizations have probably 
never been self supporting. 
The legal protection as one source of union prestige 
was enhanced by its getting its members out of jail, 
the sid of the American Civil Liberties Union and other 
ith 
interested groups it was able to maintain a vigorous legal 
The provision of legal protection to Its members 
provide tremendous force to organisation. 
Besides demanding wage Increases and union recogni­
tion, these various groups were seeking two objectives, 
(1) the inclusion of agriculture! workers among benefi­
ciaries of Federal and state social legislations and (2) 
Amendments of the A. A. A, so that benefit payments to 
growers of all crops would be made conditional upon pay­
ment of minimum wages to workers and the observance of 
defense. 
80 
81 other labor conditions. 
In the State of Colorado during the month of .Tuly, 
It was composed 1037, the . c. A. P. A.W. A. was organized, 
of fourteen active Federal Labor Unions who had belonged 
Ibid., p. 460. 
aoO. L. Hunt, or. &JJL*» 11 • 69 * 




fco the A. r, Lm end surrendered their charter to beco o a 
mvJXi2' °x t~:'s hrn-' i'» -C# 0* international, By the end of 
hie fallowing year the die trie t organisation claimed 37 
chartered locale,a® 
,nv Texas Agricultural workers organising committee 
and its locals were aba orbed into the C. 1. 0,'s U. c. A, 
i. A. • A, in the jraojer of 1937. the new union conducted 
an extensive organising drive in the lower Hi© Grande Vol­
ley end other special crop areas in Texas,8* The locale 
In Laredo and Corpus Christl were recharfcered as branches 
of the ti. 0* A* P. A. . A# and new locals were cfcartei'cd 
in several towns in the Lower hio Grande Valley, such as 
Velasco, La Furls, Mercedes, Burlington, dan Benito, and 
In LcAllen and other towns U. c, A. P, A. ... A. 




The leadership of the Texas local of the U. C. A. 
P. A. .. . , was Donald Henderson, District president, one 
George Lambert, Representative of the Ban Antonio U. C, A. 
P. A. , A, organisation! Clyde Johnson, U, C. A. P. A. W. 
A. organiser, was transferred to San Antonio Fecan^Shellera, 
There was no district office or other centralized organ!aa-
K52A. !«\ Hinrichs, on. cit., p, 84C, 
eaIbid 
Labor Unions, Xttjj""J (X94l) p. B8V. 
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tion or service center In this region. 
The • • • v*. A» . A.. . A » , when It was formed In 
ul,/, 1937, -,7aa primarily a union of farm workers. 
as 
It had 
only a few locals and members engaged In canning, process­
ing, and related activities. "Tie rioture was quite differ­
ent, organizational activities in agriculture had failed 
to produce trong, stable membership of field workers.88 
The low wages and general poverty of these laborers had 
made It impossible for them to form and maintain self-
supporting organizations. Many of these workers were mi­
gratory and it was difficult ot keep them attached to 
organizations, even if they once join. 
According to union spokesmen, there were altogether 
some 5,0; 0 paid-up members who together with their working 
wives and children, made a significant part of the sea­
sonal labor supply in the valley. The local unions com­
posed mainly of migratory "rorkera became inactive and dis­
appeared during the last month of 1937. The labor drifted 
north and scattered in seasonal migrations followed the 
harvest in cotton and other crops.89 The field laborers' 
unions wore further weakened by the fact that many of the 
a? 
leading organizers and union members were either Mexican 
They feared legal suppression and citizens or Communists. 
3aTbld.. p. 834, 
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deportation. Such action was taken against few, if any, 
"• C, A. F. A. . A. merabora• "•he union faced the deep 
opposition to alien and. radical activities#3* 
Not only were the farm workers* locals negligible 
sources of income for U. C. A. P. A. W. A 
actually a financial burden# 
•, they were 
From December 1, 1938 to 
ovember 30, 1940, over <-18,000 we a spent for organiza­
tional activities among them, but little mo~e than 6,000 
TTore was 
A. A, 
was collected from the initiation fees and dues, 
the critical point of the situation} TT. C. A# 
was spending three times as much as the organisation was 
No union can long keep on that path.;,° contributing. 
Sympathetic individuals and organisations contributed over 
during this period for the purpose of organising *11,000 
the workers. 
The benefits that the members received from the 
union was that more or less the union acted as spokesman 
for the workers at wage hearings. TT, C. A. . ... 
attempted to protect the rights of the workers on relief. 
The union, during strikes gives support end aid to the 
strikers in the form of a compensation, ^he union was 
aware of the difference in wages and "forking conditions 
of the farm laborers and the industrial workers, 
favorable wages for the farm labor-
so it 
attempted to get more 
aoIbid.. p. 276' 
o©Harry Schwartz, No. 1» £££.* 
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ax ers. 
In Texas the first union of agricultural workers 
during the thirties was the short lived but temporary 
successful Catholic uoKkors' union fornecj In November, 
1930 In Crystal City, Texas, the center of an Important 
spinach growing area in the state. It was also one of a 
very few labor unions in the United States to be organized 
directly by an official representative of the "onan Catho­
lic Church. 3» 
On November 7 , 1930 some 450 Mexican workers attend­
ed a meeting called by 1 ev. Charles Taylor, Pastor of the 
Secret f"eart Church In Crystal City to discuss methods of 
dealing with certain labor conditions which were causing 
widespread hardship and unrest. At this meeting a schedule 
of demands were drawn up for submission to local growors 
Somo of these demands were: '•'hat no &a and processors, 
outside laborers be brought into work, because of a surplus 
of labor on hand; that no children under 12 years of age 
be emnloyed; that hourly or piece rates be established at 
levels to provide minimum living wages of «2 a dry, $11 a 
Out of the meeting the Catholic week or %4f5 a month, 
workers' union with Heverend Taylor as President, was form­
ed to "help the laborers in their difficulty according to 
alsidnev Sufrin, "Labor Organizations in Agricul-
tural 9f 
Vol. XLIII, Wo. 3 (1936) p. 5o4, 
amAm F# Flnrichs, on. £.•» 271 • 
272. • a Ibid., p. 
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their rights and obligations, as taught by the Catholic 
Church. »84 
The finance of this organization was from dues from 
members and from sympathetic organizations, 
The benefit derived from this organization efforts 
Power outside laborers were used, wages were main­
tained higher than elsewhere in the district, 
an increase in Mexican children in school for the first 
ti ie in its history. 
In the Lower Rio Grande Valley there was an attempt 
to.organize several unions because, In this area there was 
to be found the greatest supply of casual end migratory 
labor, among these organisations were J 
union of Laredo, 1933, 




11" e CP I on rorker s1 
The Shed workers in the Lower :io 
38 Antonio, 1935, 
A sustained effort was made to organize field lsbor-
and Packing Shed workers in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, ers 
campaign which hopes to unionize farm labor in «exas any 
necessarily would center in this area since it rma the main 
87 
source of migratory, labor in oxas, 
found useless to organize casual labor in any 
without organizing the migratory workers 
It was 
one crop area 
g4lb 1:1. . P* 372, 
Ibid., PP. 
°®Ibid., P. 373. 
374. 
373-374. if n 
8 7 Ibid,., P. 
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beforehand; because of the seasonal Influx of this '-roup 
rendered the bargaining power of the casual workers inef­
fective. ft was found almost Impossible In practice to 
keep a union of migratory workers intact when each year 
they are serttered over wide regions which sometimes include 
several states.®0 
Farm labor unions in the valley were unsuccessful 
and the organizers found it impossible to effectively or­
ganize the seasonal farm laborers in Texas for the follow­
ing reasons:00 (1) union organizers found labor in this 
area, whether in fields or packing sheds exceedingly dif­
ficult to organize and keep organized, (2) unions necessi­
tated maintaining year-round contact which was difficult 
for migrant labor; (3) Unions required a be sic membership 
of continuously employed resident field laborer, as well 
as the better paid shed workers whose dues could provide an 
adequate system of revenue.49 
The leadership of these unions in the Lower lo 
(5r nde Valley usually consisted of representatives from 
of the earlier organized locals. 
The strength varied from 450 to 1,500 members. 
Part of these members were not in good standing. 




»»T. J. Woofter, No. 2, op. bit 
• °A p. Hinrioha, 22> SLUL" 'r>* ' 7® * 
•» 
p. 86. •» 
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to the low Income of its members, 
only benefit to their members 
taction during the spontaneous strikes that 
These organizations 
WPS wage increases and pro-
41 were staged. 
The decline of Far® Labor Unions may be due to many 
causes but the more important ones will be mentioned in 
this study. Reside tenants and other disadvantaged groups, 
one fourth of all persons gainfully employed in agriculture 
are laborers. They number about 2,750,000; many of them 
have intermittent and woefully small incomes. Two or three 
hundred thousand of them are migratory workers who make 
themselves available at peek seasons for certain Inten-
48 sively cultivated commercial crops, 
unionization is that many farm workers have been hired 
It has been further 
The lag in the 
hands working for a family farmer, 
hampered and retarded by the heterogeneity of the labor-
B_, 48 ors • 
The decline of farm unions has resulted from the 
larre number of Latin Americans, migrant laborers esti­
mated to be 250,000 to 400,000 in Texas. This group is 
completely unorganized. 
By the end of 1940 the U, CJ. A. .A, • 
that though 168 of its chartered locals were composed of 




*9S. Mitchell, OH- P* 
* "Harry Schwartz, Ho# 3, 
44P. S. Kibbe, o£. ai£.*» P# 946' 
41 
p. 458. • s 
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agalnat 68 locals of non f«m workers In good stcndlng of 
ths 77 ohartorod more than 70 per 0ent of V. c. A. p. *. 
W, A# total Income ™s supplied hjr S3 locals In 17 cities, 
all composed of workers in fields other than agriculture.** 
Although Texas surpassed moat other* states in the 
number of its agricultural laborers, Texas remained rela­
tively free of unionism and strikes in arriculture and al­
lied industries .Organized action on the whole continued to 
be 3 e l and infrequent throughout the decade of 1930-1940a47 
he bargaining power of agricultural laborers, re­
mained weak end their earning low# Tie use of private 
automobiles and trucks have increased the mobility of 
seasonal laborers and made large numbers of them available 
to growers# 
economy was a further obstacle to unionism, 
unionization of agricultural workers depends to r large 
degree upon urban centers which have been unionized previ­
ously. 
The decentralized structure of the Texas 
uccessful 
48 
The cause for the decline of farm labor unions in 
Texas and the Southwest was because it wsa impossible to 
successfully organize farm laborers with such a high ooP-
It was impossi-centage of casual and migrant laborers. 
where the population is not concen-ble to unionize an area 
trated and the point serves 
ing periods of economic prosperity, 
and dur-aa a trading center, 
farm labor unions suf-
p# 833 'o • 1 • 
p, 273# 
• 9 ••Harry Schwartz, 
*7A. P. Hinrichs, Q2>* 
271. 
• s 
*a Ibid., P« 
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fer and dio out for the lack of leadership. 
i « » ' 
the character and nature of the farm labor unions have 





Summary end Conclusion 
The unionisation of Agriculture In foxes and tha 
Southwest, by the peculiar problem arlsln - out of the 
agricultural economy of this region, the duellty upon 
which this economy depends and by the same token In the 
labor force have given rise to the problem of this study. 
The problem of migratory labor in the various 
land areas of Texas was on© of economic concern to the 
farm laborers of Texas end the Southwest, the use of 
ml rat or y farm labor in Texas has demanded considerable 
attention by those interested in Texas and the Southwest, 
Mexican Immigrants ere undoubtedly Increasing in number 
and In competition with the agricultural workers of Texas, 
Because of the disadvantage of the Mexican linmi-
grant and his slow fulness to organization, the Mexican has 
been at a marked disadvantage both economically, politically 
There was no Justification tor the low stand— and socially, 
ard of living of the Mexican immigrant other than that the 
eomunltles could not provide better housing and working 
The youth of migrant parents conditions for the laborers, 
sr. the greatest victim of the whole problem of migratory 
labor. 
in Texas end Oklahoma the nobility of casual and 
45 
migratory workora reached a mow high because of th. Increased 
use of automobiles as a means of transportation, 
gratorv workers will witness In the future economic and 
social problems in agriculture of mere complexity than in 
the past. 
The mi-
; exiosns on the land have a social and economic 
status much similar to the Negroes in the South; they are 
largely a lowly paid racial minority and most of them were 
disfranchised by the state poll tax law. The majority of 
the Mexican immigrants who cam© to this country were of 
Mexico's impoverished class economically, educationally and 
politically. 
Share is to be found among the cotton oroppers of 
the South the poorest educational opportunities of any group 
The sharecroppers constitue one of the most 
poorly educated group in America, 
whites there is no place for self development, 
democracy is not safe in America as long as the ^outh lives 
In poverty too low to permit minimum decency, poverty which 
furnish fruitful soil for racial opposition. 
The political status of the plantation laborers in 
the Southwest was further weakened by the enactmeit 
tended to disfranchise the poor whites a d 
In America, 
Fax* many Negroes and poor 
We know that 
Texas and 
of laws that have 
poor Negroes, 
in Texas and the The mechanization of Agriculture 
46 
Southwest has changed the agricultural laborers opportuni­
ties for farm employment and made him less secure. 
of machines has Increased the size of the farms culti­
vated and lead to the expansion of new lands to place the 
Southwestern farming on a large scale. 
The use 
Mechanization of 
Agriculture has undoubtedly led to the displacement in the 
number of farm workers• 
because of the condition of the plantation workers, 
there as to bo found in the South evidence of unrest and 
a desire to do something in an organized way to remodel the 
economic and social order of the plantation laborers, 
ploitation of the plantation laborers by the landlords was 
the cause for much dissatisfaction that was shown by a high 
The high rate of turnover was 
Ex-
rate of turnover each year, 
generally assumed to have hindered the organization of 
strong unions among farm laborers. 
The South1 s landless farmers constitute a kingdom of 
The majority of the landless families neglect and want, 
food, clothes, and deficiencies will give an idea of the 
condition of the plantation laborers. 
The rise of protest movements grew out of the desire 
for farm writers to do something to better their economic 
The period from 1909 to condition through organization. 
1914 san the birth of many organisations seeking to Improve 
and to protect his interest. "ith the coming of his status 
47 
World UBV I many of those protest organizations became 
inactive ana died out for the lack of le adership. 
The decline of the Farm Labor Union marked the end of 
farm labor organizations in Texas and the southwest until 
their rebirth during the early thirties. 
The development of labor unions among farm laborers 
in Tenes and the Southwest had their greatest success 
since the economic crisis of 1929, when wages and living 
conditions of the farm laborers were down to an almost un­
paralleled low. The movement first developed among the 
tenants, who were just above the lowest group of farm workers. 
The Southern Tenants Farmers Union of Arkansas was 
formally organized in July, 1934, It was the first of its 
kind to achieve a minimum degree of success for the farm 
workers. The S, T. F. U, was under the leadership of H. L. 
Mitohel, Clay West and Reverend Howard Kester a prominent 
member of the organisation. The S. T. F, U. carrieo out 
a few strikes in 1934, which were partially effective and 
generally involved only a small group of the membership. The 
S. T. F. U. grew rapidly despite suppression of its activi­
ties and its limited effectiveness for collective bargaining 
bo found farm or-In Texas to the west was to 
different in character from the Delta 




P. A, W. A. voted to 
The S, T. F, U, 
affillst® in July 1937 with the ^.1,0, 
43 
arid the U# C. A. P, A. W, A. 
In Its class. 
wes the leading organisation 
The S. T. F. U. end the 3. C. A. P. A, W. A. split in 
early 1039* The problem of finance is on© of greatest con­
cern far ell farm labor unions. The union gains a deal of 
prestige throu^i its legal activities. 
The U, C, A. P. A, w. A. staged a wide spread 
campaign in 1937 In the Lower Rio Grand© Valley and other 
special crop areas in Texas attempting to organize these 
speolal workers in this area. The 3, C. A, P, A, W. A, lead­
ership in Texas was restricted to representative from the 
district organization, The 3, 0, A, P, A, W. A, where it 
was primarily a union of farm workers. The locals of the 
U, C. A. P. A, IV, A. was more than a source of negloct, they 
also were a financial burden to the organization. Tho 3, C, 
A, P. A. ©. A. wes spending three times as much as it was 
collecting, no organization can long keep operating upon 
such a bases. 
The benefit derived from theso organization was in 
the form of protection of its members right as a farm worker. 
In Texas during the thirties many short lived or-
in the Lower i lo Grande Valley In an 
th© seasonal end migrant labororn of 
ganizatlons sprang up 
attempt to organize 
this area, 
their members in the form of wage 
These organizations, won a few victories for 
increases and the Improve-
49 
moat of crklng condition in tjmmral, because of the 
r 1 retory neturo of th« form workers in this ©octloo, 
It wee impossible to eueeossftolly organise then© farm 
laborers in the Lower Hie Orange Valley. The else of the 
locals verier from 460 to 1600 members. 
The cause for the doc lino of fmm laior unions in 
Texeo onci the Lotukwest wee boo euro It we© found lr. orslble 
* » « » » 
to successfully organise ferra workers of s migratory 
nature. It wee further found that it we© impossible to 
unionise an ore© where the population was not concentrated, 
and the points served were not trading cent or a. It woo 
found Impossible to keep form labor union® organised during 
periods of economic prosperity and that farm labor unions 
So a result nan? of suffer from the neod of leadership# 
those orcanisetlorjs die out. 
Conclusion 
Psrr labor Union in foams end the Southwest have 
not been successfully organised. Para lobar Unions in 
Taxes and the Southwest will bo difficult to orgeni®© end 
keep organise because of the largo supply of ml-retory 
labor. Farm Labor Unions will remain unorganisoi among the 
t*m labor ore but there is o possibility of tie organisation 
among the processing groups* 
ado much pro rocs fcr the 
worked under taaay harden'p© against 
•She organisation hare not i 
farm workers. They hevo 
GO 
axtrorioly hard opposition# Tb® fam workers at least 
hovo found o mesne of oxpronaltvr their noodo and dociroc. 
Sine® t oot of tim movement® for unionisation of 
» 
ftrr lot ororo hevo boon inspired by oithsr socialist or 
<• 
oanunlet leaders, this Day bo ono rooaon for thatx* failuro • 
If tha rovonont ever becomes on American sport®ored idea It 
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